ALEXANDER PARK SKATEPARK

Context Plan - Alexander Park

201 Whitney Ave. Hamilton, ON L8S 3B7

Skatepark Features

A Shade Structure
B Street Spine / Pump-cano
C Transition Turn-Around / Hip
D Slappy Bank
E Bank Transition Hip
F Bank Turn-Around / Hip
G Bank Hip Ledge
H Bank Hip
I Pump Bump
J Roof Top Ledge
K Wedge to Wedge w/ Roof Top Rail
L Table Top
M Bank
N Transition
O Transition Extension Pocket
P 6’ Deep Shallow End (Vert Bowl)
Q Shallow End Hip
R Shallow to Deep End Hip
S Waterfall
T 10’ Deep Vert Wall
ALEXANDER PARK SKATEPARK

DESIGN DIRECTION # 1 - INSPIRATION & PRECEDENT
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DESIGN DIRECTION # 2 - SITE PLAN

Context Plan - Alexander Park

201 Whitney Ave, Hamilton, ON L8S 3B7

Skatepark Features

A Shade Structure
B Flat Bar
C Slappy Transition Pocket
D Manual Pad
E Flat Ledge
F Pump Bump Roll-In
G Intermediate to Shallow Pump Bump Roll-In
H Intermediate to Shallow Bank Hip
I Volcano
J Roller Bump
K Deep End Transition Extension Pocket
L 3' Deep Shallow End (Flow Bowl)
M Intermediate transition Extension Pocket (5')
N Kidney Pool Hip
O Waterfall
P Kidney Pool Deep End (9')
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Context Plan - Alexander Park

201 Whitney Ave. Hamilton, ON L8S 3B7

Skatepark Features

A Shade Structure
B Long Red Slappy Curb
C Tight Transition Hip
D Long Flat Ledge
E Integrated Flat Ledge
F 3 Stair Set
G Down Rail and Bank
H Hubba Ledge and Grass Gap
I Flat Bar
J Integrated Transition Slappy
K Integrated Manual Pad
L Pier 7 Manual Pad
M Accessible Ramp
N Down Rail to Ramp
O Down Ledge to Ramp
P Slappy Bank
Q Cheater Ramp and Slappy Bank to Curb
R Bank
S Replica ‘Walker’ Pool w/ 6’ Shallow End
T Replica ‘Walker’ Pool w/ 10’ Deep End
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I Flat Bar
F 3 Stair Set
G Down Rail and Bank
P Slappy Bank
T Replica ‘Walker’ Pool w/10’ Deep End
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